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Blaze and the Monster Machines is Nickelodeon's new animated action-adventure series. It stars

Blaze, a problem-solving truck that can transform into multiple machines, and his best friend and

driver, AJ. Boys ages 3 to 7 will love this coloring book that comes with four chunky crayons and

over 30 stickers.
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Cute coloring book. My daughter wss so happy. The pages have a tear line so they do come out

easy. The paper is the cheap brownish paper but its a Blaze coloring book, so just happy to find my

daughters favorite for her to color.

The book is cute and I love that it comes with the big crayons for little hands. I wasn't so crazy about

the pages being the older brown and thin pages instead of white. My daughter didn't seem to mind.

This coloring book served its purpose for my 2 year old, however the cover of the book ripped off in

seconds upon taking it out of the box. My son didn't care because he's so young, he just wanted to

color, but for older kids or even giving it as a gift the quality could be better. The crayons and



stickers were all accounted for and got love. Giving it 3 stars for quality. The pages were pretty thin

and the cover came off almost instantly before my son even got hold of the book.

Great book with tons of stickers and detailed pictures to color. My only complaint is that I purchased

this as a gift and unfortunately the packaging hold the crayons came off and the crayons spilled out

and smudged the cover.

This is a nice a little coloring book. My kids are big fans of blaze. They liked the fact that you could

rip out pages, but unfortunately the paper is too thin and they love using markers to color. If they do

that though they color holes into the paper in seconds. Also the crayon packet on the cover has to

be ripped off and actually rips the cover.

My grandson loves this book but however there were no crayons with it......it was easily

noticeable......how can anyone ship these books and not notice? Especially when they are more

than likely going to children.

My son loves Blaze and was excited to get this. The crayons are durable and bright and he loves

the stickers.

I got this for my son's third birthday, and it came just as described. No rips in the book or anything,

plus it comes with 4 jumbo crayons. Anyone with a toddler knows you can appreciate Jumbo

crayons vs regular ones because the skinny ones always get broken. Another plus, in the back of

the book it has some blaze stickers! A very good value for the price as you get coloring/activity

pages, stickers, and 4 jumbo crayons. For $3.99 you can't beat it. My son is obsessed with blaze,

so I am very excited to see his reaction! He also loves coloring, so I think this will be a hit!
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